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Ptolemy's Savior God, "Saving the Phenomena"
and Plato's Timaeus

Cristian Tolsa, Kingston

Abstract: Claudius Ptolemy's Canobic inscription has received scholarly attention for its
astronomical models and their relationship with those of the Almagest, but the motivations

for its dedication to the "savior god" have yet to be addressed. This article provides
reasons to believe that Ptolemy alluded thereby to the astronomical program of "saving
the phenomena" - the explanation of the apparently irregular motions of the planets
through combinations of uniform, circular motions. In addition, it is argued that Plato's
Timaeus shows deep affinities with the inscription, including an invocation of a savior

god by the main character of the dialogue (48d-e).

The so-called Canobic inscription is an astronomical work contained in the
manuscript tradition of the Almagest, purporting to be a literal transcript of an
inscription erected by Claudius Ptolemy.1 It contains a tabulated list of parameters
of planetary motion, arranged by kind, such as eccentricity of the planets' deferent

(5), radii of the epicycles (6), mean daily motion (7), position at noon of Toth
1 in the first year of Augustus (8), as well as other astronomical and numerolog-
ical data - more on this below. According to the recorded text, the artifact was
set up in the tenth year of Antoninus (A.D. 146 or 147) in Canopus - a suburb of
Alexandria2 - and was dedicated to a "savior god".3 Now that past doubts over

* I wish to thank Wolfgang Hübner and the editor of this journal, Christoph Riedweg, for their
interesting suggestions which have contributed to improving this paper.

1 Edited in A. Jones, "Ptolemy's Canobic Inscription and Heliodorus' Observation Reports",
SCIAMVS 6 (2005) 53-98.1 will follow the section numbers in this edition throughout this
article.

2 Olympiodorus, in the only ancient reference to the inscription, reports a tradition that Ptolemy
actually lived in the so-called Wings of Canopus, where the inscription was located (Comm.
Phaed. 10.4). Two arguments make this doubtful: first, these wings seem to have been entrance
patios of Egyptian temples (cf. Strab. 17.1.28; Aristid. Panath. 97.7 schol. vet. Dindorf). While
the Wings of Canopus are attested to have been inhabited by a monk in the sixth century (Le-
ontius, Vit. loan. EL 408.7), this could only have been possible after the abandonment of the

pagan temples in Canopus at the end of the fourth century. Secondly, Olympiodorus portrays
Ptolemy - possibly because the site was inhabited by monks - as having lived there in isolation
for 40 years, a symbolic number of years frequently appearing in the legends about Egyptian
hermits so widespread around that time. On the other hand, as Jones (above, n. 1) 64 notes, due

to proximity it is impossible to tell from the observations whether Ptolemy made them in
Alexandria or in nearby Canopus. The exact place where the inscription was set up has been
discussed in some depth by I. Bullialdus, Claudii Ptolemaei Tractatus de judicandi facilitate et

animi principatu (Paris 1663) 207-211, who hypothesized, wholly unsupportedly, that Ptolemy
was a priest of Sarapis; however, I see no reasons for doubting that the inscription was
dedicated in a temple in Canopus, pace Jones 62-64.

3 Jones (above, n. 1) 53.
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authenticity have been dispelled,4 and that most of the mathematical detail has

been cleared, it is time to study this work from other perspectives.
The topic I wish to treat here is precisely its dedication. The main cult in

Canopus was of an oracular healing god, the Sarapis of Canopus. This fits well
the fact that Ptolemy calls his dedicatee a "savior god": Sarapis was frequently
invoked in this capacity in dedications of individuals surviving or asking for
protection from diseases, the dangers of a voyage, fires, floods, or any other difficult
enterprise.5 For this reason introductions to this work, intending to unmask the

identity of the deity, have plausibly concluded that Ptolemy dedicated his inscription

to this god.6
Far from attempting a new identification of the honoured god, I will defend

the thesis that Ptolemy's silence over the name of the deity was significant, and
that it served to highlight other aspects of the dedication, such as the divine
epithet ("savior") and the place of the dedication (Canopus).

To begin with, we may observe that there was no proper patron god routinely
honoured by mathematicians. Let us briefly examine the ancient Greek tradition
of mathematical dedications for the purpose of justifying this statement. The
famous story that Pythagoras sacrificed an ox after discovering a theorem7 had its
real counterparts in real inscribed pieces of mathematics. One archaeological
object representing this tradition, the so-called Keskintos astronomical inscription

- displaying, like Ptolemy's Canobic inscription, planetary models - has

actually come down to us,8 but many other probably similar artifacts are attested
in the literary sources.9 The fact that mathematical discoveries could easily be

4 Details in the inscription were found to have been alluded to by Ptolemy in the Almagest:
cf. N. T. Hamilton, N. M. Swerdlow, and G. J. Toomer, "The Canobic Inscription: Ptolemy's
Earliest Work", in J. L. Bergren et al. (eds.), From Ancient Omens to Statistical Mechanics
(Copenhagen 1987) 55-75.

5 IG 12.1.742 (Rhodes) acnGelç èy peyâXou kiv8uvou, IGUR 1.193 (Rome) kivSwcûv 7ioM.âKtç
SiaacoGeiç, SEG 63.1168 (Lepcis Magna) ère geyàA.riç vôaou SiaacoGeiç, IG 12.2.114 (Mytilene)
acoGiç èk vôoon, I.Porto (Portus) 3 tmèp etm^oiaç jiavxoç xoû ax6\ox>, Aristid. Or. 45.56 fipîv
te Sri ttptûTiv jcepicpavâç yevôgEvoç, öx' èjuppEotxxriç Trjç GaXâxxriç

6 Bullialdus (above, n. 2) 205-206; Jones (above, n. t) 94.
7 Plut. Mor. 1093D, DL 8.12, Ath. 418f, Procl. In El. 426.6; these attestations suggest a common

source of two epigram lines with an account of the sacrifice.
8 Edited and commented in A. Jones, "The Keskintos Astronomical Inscription: Text and In¬

terpretations", SCIAMVS1 (2006) 3-41.
9 Two whitened tablets GeuKcogcrax) with the title "astronomy of Eudoxus" are recorded in the

inventories of the temple of Good Fortune in Delos (ID 1426, 1444, 1443); Aelianus reports
that the astronomer Oenopides of Chios dedicated a bronze tablet displaying an astronomical
cycle, also entitled "astronomy" (10.7 àaxpo^oyîa), at Olympia, and that Meton set up stelae
with a model of the sun and an astronomical cycle; Callippus is recorded in the so-called Parian

marble as having "set out an astronomy" (IG 12.5.444 àaxpoXoyiav È1;É0T|kev). The famous
planetarium of Archimedes, which Marcellus placed in the temple of Virtue in Rome after his
sack of Syracuse (Cic. Resp. 1.21), could be included in this list as well. Among non-astronomical

mathematical dedications. Plut. Vit. Aem. 15.8-10 mentions an inscription of Xenagoras
recording the height of Mount Olympus; Eratosthenes erected a column displaying both an
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recorded in the small space available in the epigraphical medium, due to the
briefness of mathematical language itself, surely contributed to the success of
this format; furthermore, the traditional association of the celestial phenomena
with the gods probably made astronomical inscriptions more frequent than others;

Ptolemy himself put forward the argument that the planets had a close affinity

with the divinity in his preface to the Almagest (16.24-25). Judging from the
preserved accounts, it turns out that most commonly the concerned divinities
are not specified or are referred to in generic form, and no god mentioned
receives more than one such dedication. It thus seems that, in contrast with physicians

- who often dedicated instruments to Asclepius and Hygieia10 - mathematicians

did not have specific gods associated with their activity.
J. Evans has attempted to relate the cult of Sarapis to the practice of astrology;

however, Ptolemy's inscription is not specifically astrological, and the link
with astrology is far from being exclusive to Sarapis, as astrological items have
also been found in sacred spaces dedicated to Harmouthis and Soknebtynis, and
indeed other gods such as Mithras, Apollo, and Hermes, have more clearly been
related to astrology in antiquity.11 The specific place where Ptolemy dedicated
the inscription - as indicated in the inscription (17 àvexé0r| èv Kavcoßcp) - is more
plausibly related to its astronomical content. The mythical Canopus, who was
the pilot of Menelaus' fleet and the foundational hero of the town, had his
catasterism in the star of the same name (Plut. De Is. et Os. 359E). As a witness
to the astronomical aura of the place, it is probably significant that the sanctuary
was the setting of the so-called Canopus decree of 238 B.C., issued by the Egyptian

kings Ptolemy III Euergetes and Berenice, which intended that the Egyptian

calendar keep track of the seasons, fixing the beginning of the year to the

rising of Sirius (Sothis) by the insertion of an intercalary day every four years.12

Ptolemy's indefinition with respect to the divinity's name could reflect the
circumstance that the deity in Canopus came to be strongly identified with the place

object and a short proof of his solution of the duplication of the cube, which he dedicated to
King Ptolemy (Eutoc. In SC 88-96). Finally, Porph. Vit. Pyth. 3 credits Pythagoras' son Arim-
nestus as having offered a bronze tablet to Hera in Samos containing "seven knowledges" (èitxà
aotpiat). Porphyry names Duris of Samos as his source, a historian of doubtful reputation
already in antiquity, but, similarly to Pythagoras' sacrifice, Arimnestus' dedication was a legendary

precedent for the real mathematicians' dedications: cf. D. Creese, The Monochord in
Ancient Greek Harmonic Science (Cambridge 2010) 99.

10 See I. Israelowich, Patients and Healers in the High Roman Empire (Baltimore 2015) 46. Cf.

e.g. CIL 6.20.
11 J. Evans, "The Astrologer's Apparatus: A Picture of Professional Practice in Graeco-Roman

Egypt", JHA 35 (2004) 1-44, at 27-44, esp. 26 for Harmouthis, 27 for Soknebtynis and 36 for
Mithras, Apollo and Hermes.

12 The decree was nevertheless ultimately ineffective, as we gather from the shifted dates of Egyp¬
tian festivals in Augustan age: cf. G. Hölbl, A History of the Ptolemaic Empire (London 2001)
205-211; R. Parker, The Calendars ofAncient Egypt (Chicago 1950); W. Barta, "Die Entwicklung
des ägyptischen Kalenderwesens", ZAS 110 (1983) 16-26; P. G. P. Meyboom, The Nile Mosaic of
Palestrina: Early Evidence of Egyptian Religion in Italy (Leiden 1995) 326-327 nn. 174-176.
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itself. The cult in Canopus was special enough to allow for Sarapis to have been
honoured with a second temple in the Corinthian acropolis, dedicated to the Sara-

pis of Canopus.13 Surely because of this uniqueness Rufinus called the god in Can-

opus directly by the name "Canopus" in his account of the destruction of the temples

of Sarapis in Alexandria.14 The so-called Osiris hydreios or Osiris-Canopus
alluded to by Rufinus - a type of cultic statue with a body in the form of a bellied
water-jar, decorated with diverse motifs, and a human head covered by an elaborated

crown - has been, for all the scholarly controversy about their origin and function,

associated with the cult of Canopus thanks to the study of bone tesserae.15

On the other hand, a certain fact is that Canopus was widely regarded as a

place to visit for healing. Most memorable is Strabo's description of the cures
attracting famous pilgrims, who incubated in the sanctuary even on behalf of
others.16 We seem to be facing similar situation to the one identified by Th. S. F. Jim
in her study of the goddess called Soteira in Aristophanes' Frogs (378); Jim
concluded that with many Greek deities possessing a savior capacity their precise
identity faded against what would have been more important to the devotee,
namely the very saving power; this effect can be often seen in the manner in
which the god or goddess is called, like when, as in Aristophanes' play or in
Ptolemy's inscription, the invocation just comprised the divine epithet "savior".17

Therefore, now the important question would be the kind of salvation that
Ptolemy had in mind when setting up his inscription.

13 Paus. 2.4.6: Svo EapâtuSoç, év Kavaoßtp rakougévou xô exepov. Cf. Meyboom (above, n. 12)
330-331 n. 184.

14 Rufin. Hist. Eccl. 11.26.
15 E. Alföldi-Rosenbaum, "Alexandriaca: Studies in Roman Game Counters III", Chiron 6

(1976) 205-239, at 218. A series of bone tesserae with the inscription "Canopus" carry the
image of Osiris Canopus on the obverse. Even if these statues have also been found elsewhere,
one can no longer maintain that they were not characteristic of Canopus. These jars were very
different from the so-called "Canopi" (visceral jars); they were rather like water jars crowned
with the head of gods: Meyboom (above, n. 12) 300 n. 89. Cf. E. Panofsky, "Canopus Deus: The
Iconography of a Non-Existent God", Gazette des Beaux-Arts 57 (1961) 193-216; F. Kayser,
"Oreilles et couronnes: À propos des cultes de Canope", BIFAO 91 (1991) 207-217; J. Winand,
"Divinités-Canopes sur les monnaies impériales d'Alexandrie", in C. Berger et al., Hommages
à Jacques Leclant vol. 3 Études Isiaques (Cairo 1994) 493-503.

16 Strab. 17.1.17: âyiaxeia xigœgevov Kai Gepajieiaç ÈK<pépov, côaxE Kai xoùç èkkoyigto-
xâxouç avôpaç tuaxeueiv rai ÈyKoipaaGai aùxoùç énèp éauxrâv t) èxépouç.

17 Th. S. F. Jim, "Can Soteira be Named? The Problem of the Bare Transdivine Epithet", ZPE
195 (2015) 63-74, at 74. The chorus of the comedy calls upon the goddess Soteira - maybe
Athena Soteira - probably because the safety of Athens was at stake in 405 B.C. Another
example relevant in the present context might be Lucian's report of Sostratus' dedication in the
Pharos lighthouse: Etiaxpaxoç AeijKpàvovç KviSioç Geoîç ocoxrjpaiv Ù7tèp xœv itkcoïÇopévcov

(Hist, conscr. 62.13). The divinity on top of the building was probably Zeus Soter (Posidippus
115), so the identity of the architect's addressee is obscure, maybe with the purpose of including

King Ptolemy I Soter, who commissioned the lighthouse; even if it's Lucian who altered the
original text, this would show that the precise identity of the divinity was not so important as
its function.
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1. To "save the phenomena"

The idea of saving could be metaphorically applied to an intellectual enterprise.
For example, Socrates alludes to the episode of Arion's rescue by the dolphin in
the Republic when he urges "to be saved from the argument, hoping for either a

dolphin grabbing us from beneath or some other salvation in extremis."18 The
astrologer Vettius Valens informs that Critodemus - similarly to others, according
to Valens - began his astrological work with the following statement:19

Now, having traversed the seas and travelled great deserts, I have been deemed worthy by the

gods to reach a safe harbor and a secure abode.

It becomes clear that Valens interprets the voyage in a metaphorical way when
he criticizes these writers for not being coherent with this statement, since
according to him they wrote their works in a confusing manner, "not travelling a

straight road";20 he concludes by making a similar claim for himself, associating
more clearly the attainment of a "safe harbour" with the kind of precision that
was required in his astrological activity, a "secure foreknowledge".21

We should expect that, similarly to Valens, Ptolemy associated the salvation
he asked from the god with his concerned field of expertise, that is, with the
astronomical genre of the inscription. As we have seen, the astronomical connotations

of the Canopus cult could have made this savior god especially appropriate.

Here it will be helpful to read the words after the address. What appears
to be the title of the work is syntactically tied to the address and the dedicant's
name in the first line: "To the savior god Claudius Ptolemy [dedicates] the first
principles and hypotheses of astronomy" (2 0ecp acoxfjpi KÀanbioç nxoXepaîoç
àp^àç Kai rntoSeoeiq pa0r|paxcov). This title seems to attribute a different epis-
temological status to different sections of the inscription.22 It turns out that

18 PI. Rep. 453d9—11: iteipaxéov arôÇeaBai èk xoû Xôyov, rîxoi SeVpîvâ xiva èVtîÇovxaç xi|iâç
ürcoXaßew äv xiva àÀAï|v arcopov ocoxripiav: cf. E. Zinn, "'Ârcopoç ocoxripia. Horaz im
Rettungsboot (carm. III 29,62)", in J. Kroymann (ed.), Eranion. Festschrift für Hildebrecht Hom-
mel (Tübingen 1961) 185-205.

19 Val. 329.20-22: t^ôti rcoxè 7i£Xayo8po|if|oaç Kai 7toÄAf|v Epripov ôioÔeuaaç f)Çico0riv àno Oecov

Xigevoç aKivönvou xu%eîv Kai povfjç àacpa^eoxàxriç.
20 Val. 329.24-330.5: ouxoi pèv oov KaÀ,À,ovp À,6ycov ève%0évxeç Kai xepaxo^oyia on mxà xà

ènayyéX^axa xà è'pya é7iéôei^av ooSe xàç oovxà^eiç 7tXf|p£iç Kai £7ti^£ÀA)|j.£vaç, àXXà
A,£i7cop.£vaç év teoAàoîç xigiv ad. xcov évxoyxocvovxcûv èv mai ôè xo gkoÀaov Kai £(p0ovt||i£vov
Kai àvaôoopevov Kai £7ii7cà,£k6(j.£vov Kai |iriÔ£|j.ia ôôcp SieuOuvovxEç àXXà 7ipoG£iGcpépovx£ç

aïpEGiv aipéaei Kai àvampmpo'uç ßißA,ou<; 7cÀ,àvr|ç jiaÀ,À,ov r\ à^r|0£iaç x£K|if|pia.
21 Val. 330.14-17: 7t£À,ayo8po|if|Ga<; oov Kai tcoXAjiv yrjv ôioôeoGaç KÀ,ipàxœv xe Kai éOvcov

Kaxo7ixr|ç yevo|i£voç mAnxpovia jceipa Kai tcovoiç GovEjicpopeiq f)^ico0r|v "6710 0eou Kai xfjç

Tipovoiaç ßeßaiou Kai aG(pa^ouç Àipévoç xuxeîv.
22 Jones (above, n. 1) 84 describes the distinction as "not entirely clear", tentatively suggesting

that the àpxou are the epoch positions and the ojtoOéoeiç the permanent parameters of the
models. But this seems implausible, since Ptolemy never makes this distinction in his
astronomical works.
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astronomical hypotheses were closely connected with a fundamental tenet of
ancient Greek astronomy that soon became encapsulated in the catchphrase "to
save the phenomena". The astronomer's task consisted in saving the phenomena

by the means of hypotheses, that is, in L. Zhmud's words, "to find a

mathematically correct model that would reduce the apparent irregularities in planetary

motion to the true circular motion".23 This aim is, as is well known,
explicitly shared by Ptolemy,24 who uses the expression in many relevant
instances for defining his own astronomical project,25 even applying it to his work
on harmonics.26

That the astronomer should seek to save the phenomena has long been
considered as first being proposed by Plato, due to a famous remark by Simplicius
(In Cael. 488.18-24), but the expression itself seems to have been first used by
the astronomers Eudoxus and Callippus.27 Geminus' clear exposition of the concept

is especially important to us, since the "first principles" (àp/ou) of Ptolemy's
title also make an appearance:28

Sometimes the astronomer tries to find out by hypothesis (koc0' ùji60egiv), stating some ways
by which, if established, the phenomena will be saved (aco0riOExai xà <paiv6peva). For example,

why do sun, moon and planets seem to move irregularly? If we suppose their circuits to be

eccentric, or the stars to revolve in epicycles, their apparent irregularity will be saved

(aa)0f|oerat l) <patvo|tévr| àvtogaXia). [...] For it is not the job of the astronomer at all to know
what is at rest by nature or what things are capable of motion; rather, introducing hypotheses,
granting that some things stay still and others are in motion, he enquires which hypotheses
celestial phenomena will accomodate. He must take the principles (àpxai) from the natural
philosopher ((puoiKÔç), that the movements of the stars are simple, uniform and orderly.

We can find an account of such astronomical "first principles" (àp%ou) in Theon
of Smyrna (199.13-203.14). Some of them agree with the ones listed by Geminus:
Adrastus (whom Theon is following) posits the earth as the body which does not
move, and argues that the planets, despite the apparences, have a real circular

23 L. Zhmud, The Origins ofthe History ofScience in Antiquity (Berlin and New York 2006) 273.

24 Alm. I 208.18-21: npo0eaiv pàv Kai ökohöv fiyotipsSa Ssîv ùmpxEiv xô |ra0r||raxiKÔ SsîÇai xà
ipaivôgEva Èv xô oùpavô Ttàvxa Si' ôgaXôv Kai eykdkWcov KivijaEcov ànoxE^oiSgeva.

25 Alm. II 533.1-3: änai; emaxa xôv ipaivogÉviov rata xô ock6Aiv0ov xôv ùjco0éa£iov 5iaocoÇr|xai.
26 On the grounds that in his view they are similar sciences. Ptol. Harm. 1.2.1-7: Siaaôaat xàç

xôv oùpavttov Kivriaecov ùjco0éa£iç avgipôvoDç xaîç xtipo-ugEvaiç napôSoiç. 1.15.5-6: Siaaôaai
xô xaîç xôv Èppe7.etôv ùjto0éa£ai Kai xoîç ipaivopévoiç <xk6Xou0ov.

27 See Zhmud (above, n. 23) 274.

28 Simpl. In Phys. 2.2,292.13-29, translation by Kidd, slightly altered. cx^Aote 5è Ka0' ujt60eoiv
EÛpiaKEi Tpojiouç xivàç ànoSiSonç, ôv ùitapxôvxtûv aa>0f|aexai xà (paivôpeva. oiov Sià xi
àvcopâ^coç rjAoç Kai a£Xr|vr| Kai oi 7tA.<xvr|xeç ipaivovxai KivoùgEvoi; öxi ei Ù7io0à|re0a
ÈKKÉvxponç aùxôv xoùç kijkAoik f| Kax' èji(kukA.ov itokoxipeva xà äaxpa, aco0r|aexai T)

ipaivogévri àvcogaiUa aùxôv. [...] (Atoç yàp oùk ëoxiv àaxpoXôyon xô yvôvai, xi f)pepaî6v éaxi
xrj ipùaet Kai 7toîa xà Kivr|xâ, aXka Ù7to0éaeiç eiotryoùpevoç xôv uèv pevovxtov, xôv 8è

KivoupÉvcov CKcrneî, xiaiv ùito0£O£aiv àKoÀoe0TiaEi xà Kaxà xôv oùpavôv (paivôgEva. A.r|itxÉov
5è aùxô àpxàç jcapà xoù ipuaiKOÙ, ànXâç eivai Kai ôpa/.àç Kai XExaypévaç Kivf|CEiç xôv
âaxpcov.
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movement. Also included among these principles is the distinction between the
circle along which the planets move (the ecliptic) and the one concerned with the
daily motion of the cosmos (the equator).

The inclination of the ecliptic and the period of revolution of the cosmos are
the first topics treated in Ptolemy's inscription (3 f) pexa^ù xoû ioqpeprvoû
kûkXod Kai xoû f|?uaKoû ôtà xrôv nôÀcov aûxcùv itepupépeta so it is likely that
these are the first principles of the title, and that Ptolemy used the concept in a

similar way as Geminus and Adrastus. Since immediately thereafter in the text
of the inscription comes the subtitle "parameters of hypotheses" (4 Àoyoi
Û7io9éaeœv) - and because astronomical hypotheses were basically related to the

planets, which is what the text deals with from this point on- we are led to
suppose that by the term ùîtoBéaeiç Ptolemy refers to the remaining portion of the
inscription. The title of the Cctnobic inscription would then function like the title
of Ptolemy's philosophical essay On the criterion and the commanding faculty,
which indicates that the first part (1-12) deals with the criterion and the last part
(13-16) with the commanding faculty.29

2. The savior god in the Timaeus

This section explores the meaning of the invocation of a savior god in the main
speech of Plato's Timaeus, and argues that Ptolemy consciously alluded to this
invocation with his own one in the Canobic inscription. But before going into
that, it will be convenient to review the deep affinities between Ptolemy's
astronomical project as represented in the inscription and the Timaeus.

To modern interpreters, the most surprising part of the Canobic inscription
is the correspondence between the heavenly spheres and the so-called fixed
notes of the Greek musical system, at the end of the text (14-16). Such
correspondence follows the very influential Pythagorean tradition that conjecturally
related ratio-based harmony to very basic astronomical observations. Unfortunately,

although the theory could have been developed as early as Philolaus, no
ancient fragment detailing the system survives, and we are left with Aristotle's
obscure remark that for the Pythagoreans the speeds of the heavenly bodies, "as
measured from their distances, are in the same ratios as musical concordances".30
The later tradition filled in the gaps and produced many different specific corre-

29 Cf. A. A. Long, "Ptolemy On the Criterion: An Epistemology for the Practicing Scientist", in
J. Dillon and A. A. Long (eds.). The Question of "Eclecticism": Studies in Later Greek Philosophy

(Berkeley 1988) 176-207.
30 Ar. De cael. 290b21-23: xmoGegsvoi 8è xaêxa Kai xàç xaxvxfjxaç èk xSv ràooxâaetov ë%eiv xoùç

Ttov au|i<pcûvit£>v kôyouç, évapgôvtov yiyveaGai cpaat xi)v (ptovriv tpepogévcov KijK^tp tcûv aaxpcov.
Cf. the discussion about the harmony of the spheres in Philolaus in C. Huffman, Philolaus of
Cronton: Pythagorean and Presocratic (Cambridge 1993) 279-283. Huffman argues that the
second part of Philolaus F6 presupposes a theory of the harmony of the spheres.
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spondences between the planets and the notes of a certain musical scale, with
varying choices as regards the order of the spheres and the musical scale.31

Ptolemy, in particular, derived his musical-astronomical correspondence
from Plato's Timaeus and its commentary tradition.32 In his account of the creation

of the world-soul (35a-36d) Timaeus famously depicts the heavenly spheres
as formed out of cuts from a musical scale, but without detailing a particular
correspondence between notes and spheres. Ptolemy's choice of notes coincides
with a report by Plutarch of a scale attached to the Timaeus by unnamed
commentators (possibly Eudorus of Alexandria), who used data from the dialogue
and their own imagination to complete Timaeus' description. These two passages
are actually the only instances of this scale - formed by the so-called fixed notes
of the perfect system - among all the scales used in such Pythagorean-style
correspondences. Similarly, Ptolemy's figure of 729 Earth radii for the distance of
the Sun (13), just before the musical section, as well as his curious justification of
the number in terms of its prime factors - the fact that 729 is a square and a cubic

number - are also present in Plutarch's text (Plut. An. proc. 1028B; 1028F-
1029A).

It has already been mentioned that the notion of the astronomical program
of "saving the phenomena" was attributed to Plato. Both the section on the myth
of Er in the Republic and the main speech in the Timaeus contain allusions to
complex astronomical lore, such as the rétrogradations of the planets, that reveal
a genuine concern for the empirical world in Plato's philosophy. In relation to
this, it has been convincingly argued that the much-discussed advice by Socrates
in the seventh book of the Republic to pursue astronomy "by means of problems,
just like geometry", and "to set aside the things in the heavens",33 should be
understood as a call to the adjustment of the phenomena to simple geometrical
representations - circular uniform movements - rather than to detaching
astronomical study from perceptible reality.34

There are, indeed, passages in the Timaeus where it would have been a short

step to argue that Plato was setting out this program for astronomy, if one is not

31 See W. Burkert, Lore and Science in Ancient Pythagoreanism (Cambridge Mass. 1972) 352-
353 for the various systems of tones of the spheres attested from antiquity, including Ptolemy's
at 353 n. 17: as Burkert notes, neither Ptolemy nor Plutarch make any claims to antiquity for
their system.

32 C. Tolsa, "Ptolemy and Plutarch's On the Generation of the Soul in the Timaeus: Three Paral¬

lels", GRBS 54 (2014) 444-461.
33 PI. Rep. 530b6-9: jrpoßWipacnv apa, qv 8' èyrâ, xP®|tcvoi röctjtep yea)|iexpiav oüxto icai

aaxpovopiav pixqiev, xà 8' èv xâ> oûpavrâ èàaopev, ei géÂAopev ovxcoç àaxpovopiaç pexa-
Äa.gßävovxec; xpqoigov xo cpûaei tppovigov èv xq \|/r>xq èc, àxpqaxov jtoiqaeiv.

34 W. Knorr, "Plato and Eudoxus on the Planetary Motions", JHA 21 (1990) 313-329, esp. 324-
325; I. Bulmer-Thomas, "Plato's Astronomy", CQ n.s. 34 (1984) 107-112; pace Zhmud (above,
n. 23) 273 who argues that the idea according to which a mathematical model had to be verified

by empirical observations was not genuinely Platonic. Zhmud's argument is however
mainly based on the fact that nothing like the phrase arôÇeiv xà ipaivopeva appears in Plato,
which does not preclude that the idea actually did.
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too careful distinguishing a cosmological account from a piece of scientific
advice. Clearest of all are the words in 39b, where Timaeus declares that the god
situated the sun as a light in the second orbit from the earth:35

so that there might be a conspicuous measure of their [the planets'] relative slowness and
quickness; to bestow upon all those living things, appropriately endowed and taught by the
revolution of the same and the uniform, a share in number.

The emphasis is placed upon the fact that the planets' motion is not the product
of chance, much in line with the teleological stance of the whole discourse. But,
more precisely, Timaeus' reference to the sun as a steadily moving body from
which the planets' motions should be measured, and to the "revolution of the
same" as the leading motion in the heavens could easily have been pushed into
saying that Plato had been the first to put forward the astronomical program of
"saving the phenomena". The circle of the same has been defined earlier in the
text, in the construction of the world-soul, as one of the two circles which the
demiurge has cut off from a musical scale, and Timaeus has made it clear that this
is the circle defining the uniform circular daily motion of the cosmos (turning to
the right); the other circle, the inner one, turning "diagonally to the left" - the

ecliptic - he has called the "circle of the different", dividing it into seven unequal
circles, the orbits of the seven planets (36c-d). Therefore, the fact that, in Plato's
language, the planets are taught by the revolution of the same could mean that
the expressions of their motions should be reduced to uniform circular motions.

Ptolemy used phrases similar to "saving the phenomena" to refer to his own
astronomical program, which he defines in the Almagest as that of showing that
the motions in the heavens are ultimately reducible to uniform circular movement

(Alm. 1208.15-30). As the main outcome of this project he presents the
tables which form the core of the Almagest; one of their most obvious characteristics

is that they are divided between those that describe mean motions (circular
and uniform) and those that give the anomaly or correction; Ptolemy is
absolutely explicit about the apropriateness of this design with regard to accomplishing

his goal of reducing the motions of the planets to uniform circular motion.36

Ptolemy's introduction to the planetary motions in the Planetary hypotheses

- a work very similar in structure and contents to the Canobic inscription in
its first book - reminds of the Timaean world-view also in terminology. Ptolemy
introduces the discussion on the motion of the whole (Plato's circle of the same)
by stating that he starts with it because "it leads the rest and contains the others,

35 Tim. 39b2-5 (this and the following translations from the Timaeus are taken from Zeil): ïva S'

etp géxpov êvapyéç xi ttpôç a.Wr\Xa ßpaSvxpxi Kai xà^et Kai xà 7tepi xàç ôkxù tpopàç jiopenoixo,
<pâ>ç ô 0eôç àvfj*|(£v èv xp Jtpôç ypv Seoxépa xûjv jrepiôStov, o 8p vôv K£K/.f|Kau£v rj/aov.

36 Ptol. Alm. I 208.21-25: jipoapKouaav Se Kai o<k6Xoi>0ov xp xoianxp 7rpo0éa£i pâAaxa
Kavovo7totiav xpv xwptÇovaav pèv xàç Kaxà pépoç ôpa^.àç Kivpaeiç àitô xpç 8ià xàç xrâv

k-6kA,(uv t)7to0éaeiç SoKoijapç cuirßaiveiv avaipaMaç. Cf. N. Sidoli, "Mathematical Tables in
Ptolemy's Almagest", Historia Mathematica 41 (2014) 13-37, at 17.
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and it would serve as a model (Tiaptxöeiypa)".37 Precisely mpaSeiypa is one of
the catchwords which Plato uses in the Timaeus for signifying the imitation of
a divine pattern that is so present in the discourse.38 Bearing in mind Ptolemy's
deep knowledge of the Timaeus, at least of the passages on the creation of the
world-soul, it is plausible that in the inscription he intended his division
between the àp%ai and the f)7io0£cetç to reflect the Timaean distinction between
the circle of the same and the circle of the different, even if resorting to a
different terminology, as established in the later philosophical and astronomical
traditions.39

But the two circles of the world-soul play a still more important role within
the Timaeus. They are namely used as a metaphor for referring to two epistemo-
logical levels, knowledge (the circle of the same) and true belief (the circle of the
different).40 That this is perceived by Timaeus as affecting the status of his own
account can be seen in that, as G.E.R. Lloyd observed, Timaeus consistently
differentiates two levels of certainty in philosophical accounts of the cosmos: on
the one hand, the cosmologist should make judgements about the nature of the
unchanging model (napaSeiypa) with absolute certainty "so far as is possible";
on the other, explanations of the world of "becoming", the image of the model,
could only attain the status of likely accounts. Thus, the task of cosmologists like
Timaeus, concerned with explaining the world of becoming, is to deliver the
"most likely" (pàLioxa eiicoç, 44cd, 67d) account.41 Such impossibility of
certainty (on the human side) is what Timaeus underlines when he calls upon the
god at the beginning of his discourse:42

37 Plan. hyp. 74.1: àp^6|ie0a 8è àno xrjç xäv öktov (popâç, im Kai ttpopyeixai jiaatov Kai jteptexei
xàç ctkkaç Kai yévoix' âv ngîv irapâSeiypa.

38 E.g. Tim. 39e7,48e5.
39 In Plato's Republic, mainly in the discussion of the line simile, there is much talk about the

ûjra0Éaeiç used in the mathematical sciences as compared to the àpxp which is sought in
dialectic (510b-511e). However, a close reading of the text makes it clear that the concept of
ûjto0éa£iç used there does not have anything to do with planetary hypotheses, the final product

of the astronomer's work as it was later established, but concerns the initial definitions with
which arithmeticians and geometers worked to arrive at a result (510c). However, this does not
mean that later theoreticians like Geminus and Adrastus were not influenced by Plato's use of
these words in order to differentiate the philosopher's job from the astronomer's.

40 Tim. 37b6-c3: öxav gèv itepi to aia0r|xov ytyvpxai Kai ô xoû 0axépou kûkXoç ôp0ôç iràv eiç
7tâaav aûxoû xpv yuxflv Siayyeiü-p, S6E,ai Kai itioxerç yiyvovxai ßeßaioi Kai àkx|0erç, öxav 8è

aù TiEpt xo koytaxiKÔv j) Kai ô xoû xaûxoû kûkXoç eûxpoxoç rôv aùxà pnvûafl, voûç £7traxr|pr| xe

èç àvâyKpç à7tox£À,eîxat.

41 G. E. R. Lloyd, "Plato on Mathematics and Nature, Myth and Science", in G. E. R. Lloyd, Meth¬
ods and Problems in Greek Science. Selected Papers (Cambridge 1991) 338-351, at 343-344.

42 Tim. 27cl-dl: xoûxô ye Sp rtàvxeç öcroi Kai Kaxà ßpa^i) aco<ppoaijVTiç pexé^ouaiv, èiti 7tavxôç
ôpprj Kai GLUKpoû Kai peyâXou npâypaxoç 9eôv àet roxi Ka/.oûaiv' Tipâç 8è xoùç jrepi xoû

jtavxôç kôyouç 7toieto0ai jtp pé/.Àovxt/.ç, f| yéyovev f| Kai àyevéç èaxiv, ei ur| Tiavxâxaoi
jtapakXâxxopev, àvâyKp 0eoûç xe Kai 0eàç ÈTCiKaXoupévouç eûxeo0ai jtâvxa Kaxà voûv
éKEivoiç pèv pâLaxa, énopévtoç Sè ppiv EtTteîv.
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Surely anyone with any sense at all will always call upon a god before setting out on any
venture, whatever its importance. In our case, we are about to make speeches about the universe

- whether it has an origin or even if it does not - and so if we're not to go completely astray
(jtapaÄAäxxogev) we have no choice but to call upon the gods and goddesses, and pray that they
above all will approve of all we have to say, and that in consequence we will, too.

Even if Timaeus piously remarks that any new enterprise should begin with an
invocation of a god, he especially focuses on the nature of the contents he is going

to discuss (the universe), and on the strong possibility of failing. Again, but
more clearly praying not to get lost in his discourse, Timaeus makes a second
appeal to the gods at what he defines as a new beginning, when he begins with
the account of the so-called works of necessity. It is here where we find the
invocation to the savior capacity of the god, as in our inscription:43

Let us therefore at the outset of this discourse call upon the god to be our savior (atoxrjpa) this
time, too, to give us safe passage (SiaamÇeiv qpfxç) through a strange and unusual exposition,
and lead us to a view of what is likely (xSiv eikoxcov).

Since the account will be about the imitation of the unchanging model, Timaeus
can only expect a likely account, and asks the god for help in this risky enterprise.

Ptolemy would imitate Timaeus in the dedication of his inscription,
conscious about the impossibility of absolute certainty in the mathematical description

of the planetary motions.
The likelihood that this is a conscious allusion is enhanced by the fact that

Ptolemy payed close attention to the passage in which Timaeus utters this prayer;
as has been shown elsewhere, Ptolemy used the Timaeus as a model for structuring

the Harmonics in two parts (1.1-3.2 and 3.3-16) analogous to the parts of the
speech before and after the prayer.44 Having in mind that the Canobic inscription

shares the approach of the Harmonics - which also concluded with the
correspondence between the fixed notes and the heavenly spheres (3.16)45 -, it is

difficult not to believe that Ptolemy had Timaeus' savior god in mind when
dedicating his inscription.

43 Tim. 48d4-el: 0eôv Sq Kai vûv etc' àpxrj xcôv ^.Eyogévcov acoxrjpa ÉÇàxoîCou m! àf|9ouç 5ir|yf|-
aecoç npoç xo xôv eîkôxcûv Sôypa SiaacpÇeiv qjiâç èiciKf/ÂEaâpEvoi.

44 C. Toisa, "Philosophical Presentation in Ptolemy's Harmonics: The Timaeus as a Model for
Organization", GRBS 55 (2015) 688-705. Ptolemy transitions in Harm. 3.3 to a second beginning.

just like the Timaeus at 48d-e, investigating the topics treated at the beginning of the
treatise from a new perspective. The parallel with the Timaeus is established through many
verbal and structural allusions.

45 The chapter is lost, but the title and a fragment probably pertaining to it, with apparently the
same correspondence as in the inscription, are extant: cf. A. Barker, Greek Musical Writings,
vol. 2 (Cambridge 1989) 390 n. 89.
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3. Two senses of divine salvation in the Timaeus and in the inscription

There is an alternative meaning of divine salvation appearing in the Timaeus.
At the beginning of the Critias, which is actually set at the end of Timaeus'
discourse, Timaeus again speaks to the god, now calling his own finished exposition

"a long road" (106b paicpcxç ôôoû) and asking for the salvation (cœxripiav)
of those of his words which have been spoken properly (xwv pqBévxcov oaa pèv
èppf)9r| pexpitûç). This preoccupation for the material preservation of the words
also appears at the beginning of the Timaeus, in Critias' discourse about Solon's

stay in Egypt, in which he recounts the statesman's conversation with an Egyptian

priest in Sais, on the Canobic branch of the Nile. The priest tells Solon the
reason for the antiquity of Egyptian knowledge: "the Nile is our savior from all
calamities, and saves us from this one as well" (22d fipîv 5è ô NeîXoç eïç xe xàXXa

acoxrip Kai xoxe Èk xaûxriç xqç àjtopiaç acpÇei Xuopevoç), referring to natural
disasters affecting other parts of the world such as Greece, which eventually cause
the fall of civilizations. Interestingly, the priest connects such calamities with the
falling of heavenly bodies - by telling the myth of Phaethon (22c4-7) - and
remarks that elevated places are therefore more liable to destruction; on the other
hand, he says, in Egypt even the water comes up from below and not from the
sky (22e2-4), a fact which preserves the land from any catastrophes. This is

evidently a reference to the natural cycle of the Nile's flood - strongly associated
with the calendar, that is, the yearly motion of the sun -, and the whole opposition

between destruction coming from the sky and regular changes in the Nile
can be seen as a parallel to the dual structure used by Timaeus in his speech.

Therefore, two notions of divine salvation coexist in the Timaeus: the
metaphorical - saving the philosopher from uncertainty - and this second one referring

to the physical preservation of accounts. The two of them are related, as

expressed by Timaeus in the Critias, in that if the accounts are found (by the god)
to be certain they should be preserved. It has been shown that in his inscription
Ptolemy adhered to the first meaning; now, if we take a look at the context of
Ptolemy's inscription, a case can be made for a parallel with the second meaning,

as well. Firstly, the very fact that it was an inscription on the durable material

of a stele can be interpreted as motivated by the desire of material preservation.

Secondly, the cult of the Sarapis of Canopus has been shown to be

specifically related to Osiris and to the Nile,46 whose water symbolized the efflux
of Osiris' body.47 It is significant that the only surviving foundation plaque in
Canopus is for a temenos of Osiris, dedicated by Ptolemy III Euergetes and
Berenice in 244 B.C;48 in connection with this, P. G. P. Meyboom has suggested that
since the monarchs' interest in Egyptian religion increased in this period, the
aim in Canopus might have been to emphasize the Egyptian Osiris aspect of

46 See n. 15 above.
47 Plut. De Is. et Os. 363D.
48 OGIS 60.
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Sarapis.49 A couple of dedications in Canopus bear the inscription "To Sarapis,
Isis, and the Nile",50 and a priest of the Nile is attested in another Canobic
inscription.51 Besides, Sais and Canopus are the two only known sanctuaries
featuring a public boat procession of Osiris in the Khoiak festival, which was
symbolically associated to the inundation period - even if this officially shifted
through the year due to the nature of the Egyptian calendar.52

4. Conclusion

We have seen that Ptolemy used an allusion to Plato that conveyed the various
motivations of his dedication. Plutarch makes use of another Platonic expression
in a remarkably similar context and manner to Ptolemy. He dedicates his
dialogue On the Delphic E to his friend Serapion, comparing his text to "first offerings"

(384E cûG7iep àmp%(xç).53 The metaphorical use of this expression with the
meaning of an intellectual dedication was a widespread topos, found in the
Bible and Christian authors.54 However, as M. Bonazzi shows, the coincident Delphic

context makes it highly probable that Plutarch was alluding to the passage
of Plato's Protagoras where Socrates mentions the Delphic precepts of the
ancient sages, "dedicated as a first offering of their knowledge to Apollo", emphasizing

and praising their briefness.55

It should not be surprising that Ptolemy too adopted a rhetoric of dedication
similar to the types used by Platonic philosophers. Ptolemy reveals in his works

49 Meyboom (above, n. 12) 140; ibid. 327 n. 176. Another sign is that the building was of Egyptian
features, as attest the Egyptian-style pylon found on some tesserae showing the inscription
"Canopus" (see n. 15 above).

50 Delta 1235.1,1235.6.
51 Delta I 237.8.

52 Cf. n. 12 above.
53 The traditional translation of ourapxat is "first-fruits", but the Greek term does not immedi¬

ately imply the agricultural connotation obvious in English, so I have adopted the more neutral

"first offerings" proposed for this reason by Th. S. F. Jim, "The Vocabulary of ampxEcSca,
cntapxfi and Related Terms in Archaic and Classical Greece", Kernos 24 (2011) 39-58, at 40.

For anapxcd in the Greek world, see Th. S. F. Jim, "The Vocabulary of àrâpx£G0ai", ZPE195
(2015) 63-74, at 54. For a classification of ancient Greek dedicatory practices, see R. Parker,
"Greek Dedications", in V. Lambrinoudakis and J. Ch. Baity (eds.), Thesaurus Cultus et
Rituum Antiquorum (ThesCra), vol. 2 (Los Angeles 2004) 268-281; and particularly on
cutapxcd, although not touching upon intellectual offerings, Th. S. F. Jim, Sharing with the
Gods: Aparchai and Dekatai in Ancient Greece (Oxford 2014). Dealing specifically with
intellectual offerings, there only seems to exist the outdated volume of W. H. D. Rouse, Greek
Votive Offerings (Cambridge 1902) 64-65.

54 Ex. 23.19; Paul Rom. 8.23; Aug. Conf. 9.24; Phil. Alex. Congr. 98.
55 PI. Prot. 343bl: a7tapxfiv xfjç aocpiaç àvéGeaav xcp Anokkcovi. Cf. M. Bonazzi, "L'offerta di Plu-

tarco: Teologia e filosofia nel De E apud Delphos (capitoli 1-2)", Philologus 152.2 (2008) 205-
211, at 209. As Bonazzi remarks, Plutarch insists in using the expression later in the dialogue,
which corroborates its importance in the dialogue: àjràp^aaGai xcp Geâ Tfjç qnkriç ga0r||ictxuCTÎç

(DeE 387E5).
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an impressive awareness of the Aristotelian and Platonic philosophical tradition,
and he performs an effective integration of his own scientific research within a

philosophical frame mainly based on the philosophy of these authors.56

Bonazzi argues that through his offer, Plutarch recognizes the insurmountable

superiority of the god, and that the last word in the dialogue, àoBéveiot

(394C7), underlines the weakness of the human nature with respect to the
deity.57 Ptolemy described the god as an entity completely separated from perceptible

reality (11.5.18 Ka0a7tai; Ke%cûpiG|iévT|ç xcov aiaBrixcov oùoicov), high in the
most elevated parts of the cosmos (avœ 7tou 7repi xà pExecopoxaxa xofi Koapou),58

very much in line with the middle Platonic idea of the divinity. Therefore his idea
of dedication was probably not far from Plutarch's, even if the specific characteristics

of astronomical knowledge - its approximate success - allowed for him to
suggest, on a more positive note, that astronomy approaches its practitioners to
the god.59
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56 For Ptolemy's philosophical standpoint see F. Boll, "Studien über Claudius Ptolemäus", Jahr¬

bücherfür Classische Philologie Suppl. 21 (1894) 49-244; and, more recently, L. C. Taub, Ptolemy's

Universe: The Natural Philosophical and Ethical Foundations of Ptolemy's Astronomy
(Chicago 1993); J. Feke, "Ptolemy's Defense of Theoretical Philosophy", Apeiron 45 (2012)

61-90; Tolsa (above, n. 44).
57 Bonazzi (above, n. 55) 209.
58 Ptolemy identifies this entity with the Aristotelian prime mover: Alm. 15.13-14: xô gèv xrjç xäv

67.o)v 7tp(BTr]ç Kiv(|Q8toç Ttpôixov aïxiov. Cf. Plan. hyp. Goldstein 5: "the planets, all of which lie
below the (prime) mover ...".

59 Ptol. Alm. 17.17-24 èpaaxàç pèv itoxoûaa xoùç jtapaKoXouSoûvxaç xoû Geîou xoûxon KaZiCouç,

èvË0(Çonaa Sè tea! toaitep (puaioûaa irpoç xt]v ôpoiav xfjç yuyf|ç Kaxâaxaaiv. For the sense of
the divinity conveyed by astronomy in Ptolemy see the epigram ascribed to him in the
manuscripts of the Almagest and in the Palatine Anthology (9.577): OiS', oxi Gvaxôç èyà Kai
ècpâgEpoç à/./.' öxav aaxpcov / r/vrvcj nvKivàç àpcpiSpopouç c/.ikc/.ç, / oÙkex' èjtuyaûto yalriç
noalv, àXXà nap' aùxcp / Zr|v! Sroxpscpéoç jcipn^apai äpßpoalri? - text as in my recent edition
in C. Tolsa, "The 'Ptolemy' Epigram: A Scholion on the Preface of the Syntaxis", GRBS 54

(2014) 687-697; however, as I argue ibid., Ptolemy was not the author of the epigram, which
was actually inserted as a scholion into the manuscript tradition. Cf. also the previous study of
F. Boll, "Das Epigramm des Claudius Ptolemäus", Socrates 9 (1921) 2-12.
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